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Copyright 1885, by Bowdoin College.
Stephen Berry, Printer, Portland.
Prefatory Note to Part I.
The Bowdoin drawings consist exclusively of the col-
lection made in Europe before 1811, by the Honorable
James Bowdoin, Minister Plenipotentiary to the Court
of Spain, and, later. Associate Minister to the Court of
France. No catalogue of the collection has ever exis-
ted, so far as can be learned, and the present one, the
first to be published, is merely an account of the draw-
ings in their present condition. Every mark and signa-
ture is recorded, as well as the materials used and the di-
mensions in inches. Double drawings with only one
measurement given, are of the same size, front and
back.
Mr. Fred W. Hall, Bowdoin, '80, made in Feb. 1881,
and presented to the College, an excellent descriptive
Ms. catalogue of the drawings. I have made free use of
this. The present catalogue, however, is based on a
widely different principle, and for its defects the compiler
is alone responsible.
4It is hoped that Parts II and III, containing an account
of the paintings and casts, may be published in the course
of the following twelve months. Indexes of artists
and subjects, and a list of the benefactors of this depart-
ment of the college, will be appended to the completed
catalogue.
An illustrated large-paper edition of fifty copies of
Part I has been made. The illustrations consist of
twelve photographs, cabinet size, of Nos. 1,4, 18, 21, 40,
43» 49> 65, 68, 83, 98.
A few copies of this edition will be furnished at cost,
on application to the curator.
The compiler is already under obligation to several
friends for advice and assistance, and begs that any one
noting an error in the catalogue will kindly communi-
cate it to him.
HENRY JOHNSON, Curator.
October, 1885.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2015
https://archive.org/details/catalogueofbowdo00bowd_1
No. 1. Titian. Woman holding a Child.
ITALIAN SCHOOL.
. Titian, {h. 1477, d. 1576). Red chalk, (5K x 4%).
Woman holding a Child. Stamped I. P. Z., the mark of
the famous Dutch collector of drawings, Jean Paul Zozmer,
d. about 1725. Titian is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
See No. 53 for another drawing from the Zozmer collec-
tion.
. PoRDENONE, (6. 1 484, d, 1 539). Pen drawing,
shaded with a brush in sepia and heightened with
a material, now turned black, (7 x 8^).
Sacrificial Scene. On the right an old man standing
and pouring oil (?) from a salver into an urn on the ground ;
from the urn clouds of smoke or vapor are rising. The re-
maining six figures are in attitudes of devotion. Del Fur-
denone is written in ink on the mount below the drawing.
. Andrea DEL Sarto, 1487, 1 531). Red chalk,
Woman Standing. Apparently a study in drapery. An-
6drea del Scario is written in ink on the mount below the
drawing.
4. CoRREGGio, (6. 1494, ^Z. 1534). Pen drawing, sha-
ded with a brush in sepia, (8^x 11).
Madonna and Child. On the right Joseph standing, and
on the left a Saint kneeling in adoration, and supporting a
cross. iVb. 8 Ooregio is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
5. CoRREGGio, 1494, ^. 1534). Pen drawing, sha-
ded with a brush in sepia, (6^"^ x 6%),
Madonna and Child. The Virgin is seated. The Child
is leaning on her right arm, while in her left hand she holds
a tablet or open book. In the background, on either side of
the Virgin, stands a man holding a cross in his right hand.
In the foreground, on either side, stands a female saint. Cor-
reggio is written in pencil on the face of the mount below
the drawing. No. 62 is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
6. PoLiDORE DA Caravaggio, {d. 1495, d. 1 543). Se-
pia, (9 X 14%
Ananias Struck Dead. Copy of the well-known car-
toon, by Eaphael. The edges of the drawing have been re-
paired, and on one of the restored parts, the letter E is writ-
ten in ink. N. 8, Folidor, after Eaphael, is written in ink
on the face of the mount below the drawing ; on the back
of the mount, a drawing price 10s., is written in pencil, and
a G. in ink.
No. 4. CoiiREGGio. Madonna and Child.

77- PoLiDORE DA Caravaggio, 1495, d. 1 543).
Pen drawing in sepia, double, (lo^ x 8, lo x 7%).
Scene at the Sacking of Troy. Copy from Donatello.
Front : Priam with his daughters and their children, ten
figures. Back : subject doubtful ; six figures, similar in
drawing and expression of feeling to those on the front.
The drawing has been repaired on the left side.
Polidor Caravaggio is written in pencil below the draw-
ing, which is unmounted.
8. Perino del Vago, {b. 1501, d. 1547). Pen and
ink, shaded with a brush, (8^ x 3%).
Female Figure, holding downwards in her right hand an
inverted torch, and upwards in her left a palm branch. At
her feet are a helmet, spear and banner.
The drawing has been divided into squares for enlarging.
Perino del Vago is written in ink on the mount below the
drawing.
9. Perino del Vago, {b, 1501, d, 1547). Pen draw-
ing, shaded with a brush in sepia, (7^^ x 6^).
Two Women Standing. The figures are loosely draped,
clasping hands ; one is in profile, the other in nearly back
view.
The right side of the drawing has been repaired.
Perino is written in ink on the lower left hand corner of
the drawing.
810. Tintoretto, {b. 1^12, d. 1594). Crayon, height-
ened with white, (10^ x 6^8).
Woman and Child Standing. Study of two figures, at
the foot of the stairs in Tintoretto's Presentation in the
Temple.
Tintoreto is written in ink on the right hand lower corner
of the drawing.
1 1. Paolo Farinato, {b. 1522, 1606). Sepia, height-
ened with white, (9 x 5^).
Woman and Child. The principal figure is standing,
bending over the child as if to bless it. The child, half re-
clining, is resting its left hand on her knee, and with the
other clasping her right hand. In the lower left hand cor-
ner is an indistinct similar study of the child.
Paulo Farinate is written in ink on the mount below the
drawing.
12. Cangiagio di Luca, {b. 1527, ci. 1585). Sepia,
shaded with a brush, (4^ x 3/^).
Young Man and Boy carrying Children. Six figures.
Di Luca Cangiagio is written in ink on the mount below
the drawing,
13. Cangiagio di Luca, {b. 1527, d. 1585). Sepia,
shaded with a brush, (7 x 5^^).
The Scourging in the Temple. Seven figures.
Luca di Genua is written in ink on the lower part of the
drawing.
9Di Luca Cangiagio is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
14. Frederico Zuccaro, 1542,^. 1609). Black and
red crayon, (8^^ x 6^).
Woman and Child, standing. Three other figures are
indistinctly sketched in red at the left of the drawing.
P I is marked in black on the right lower corner of the
drawing.
Fred: Zitccaro is written in ink on the mount below.
No. 2 is written in ink on the back of the mount.
15. Francesco Vanni, {d. 1565, d, 1609). chalk,
(fA X 5K).
Woman and Two Children. The woman is seated, hold-
ing on her lap one of the children, who is looking up into
her face. She is at the same time embracing the other child,
standing at her knee. The face of a fourth figure is sketched
in the right upper corner.
Vani da Siena is written in ink on the back of the mount.
The drawing is pasted to the mount, so that the back, on
which is another drawing, cannot be examined.
16. Jacob Rottenhammer, {d, 1564, d. 1622). Sepia
and red, shaded with a brush, (12^ x 9>^).
Shepherds Bringing Offerings to Christ ; Luke II, 15, 16
.
Christ is lying in the manger. The mother is seated, look-
ing at the babe. Eight other figures ; angels above.
2
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Rottonhamer fe. is written in ink on the lower part of the
drawing.
17. Giuseppe Cesare, (d. 1568, d. 1640). Sepia, with
a few lines in red and black, (8 x 5^3).
Female Figure, standing; loosely flowing drapery.
Josip Arpinas is written in ink on the back of the mount.
18. DoMENiCHiNO, 1581,^. 1641). Red chalk, II
X4^).
Man Standing. The head is turned to the right and
bound with a cloth ; the right hand is resting on a staff
which supports also his left elbow. His left hand points
upward.
Dominiken is written in ink on the mount below the draw-
ing.
19. Giovanni di S. Giovanni, {b. 1590, d. 1648). Se-
pia, shaded with a brush, (7^ x 7^).
An Entombment. Twelve figures. A bier stands at the
left. Three men are lowering the corpse, while others are
engaged in the burial rites. A street at a lower level is
sketched on the right.
Gio di S. Giovanni is written in ink on the left lower cor-
ner of the drawing.
20. Pier Francesco Mola, (d. 1609, ^- 1665), Sepia,
shaded with a brush, (9 x 5>^).
The Visitation. Eight figures. Architecture in the back-
ground is prominent.





Mola is written in pencil on the right lower corner of the
mount.
21. Salvator Rosa, {b. 1615, d. 1675). Sepia, shaded
with a brush, (8)^ x 1 1^).
EoBBERS DIVIDING Spoil. Thirteen figures, five mounted.
Ruins in the background. On the right, two camels laden.
The principal action concerns the person despoiled, and a
heap of coins on the ground.
Salvator Rosa is written in pencil on the right lower cor-
ner of the mount.
22. Salvator Rosa, {b. 1615,^. 1675). Sepia, shaded
with a brush, (17^ x 13^).
MouxTAiNOUs Landscape. Water at the left. Seven fig-
ures, wholly subordinate.
Salvator Rosa is written in ink on the back of the draw-
ing.
23. Carlo Maratti, {d. 1625, d. 171 3). Pencil draw-
ing, (lox 7>"2).
Statue of a Young Man, seated. Figure nearly nude.
On the left a child is standing ; on the right is another,
seated.
Maratti is written in pencil in the left lower corner of the
drawing.
N". B. Pietro da Petri is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
24- Carlo Maratti, [b, 1625,^. 171 3). Pencil draw-
ing, (9>^ X f/s).
The Fates. Four figures
;
landscape background. Clothe
is seated at the right, spinning the thread of life. Lachesis
stands next her, passing the thread, and Atropos seated,
is about to cut it, while she points to the figure of a person
sleeping on the ground at the left.
No. 50 Carlo Moratt is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
25. CiRO Ferri, {b. 1634, d. 1689). Crayon, height-
ened with white, (i \ x
Israelites gathering Maxna (?). Twelve figures. There
is a prominent tree on each side of the drawing.
No. 28 Chero Ferri is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
26. CiRO Ferri, {b. 1634, d. 1689). Pen drawing,
shaded with a brush in sepia, (7^ x 7^4).
The Circumscision. Eleven figures. The full length
draped figure of Mary, and behind her, Joseph leaning on
his staff, are prominent at the left.
Ciro Ferri is written in ink on the lower part of the
drawing.
2 7. CiRO Ferri, {b. 1 634, d, 1 689). Water color, brown
madder, (6-^ x 9).
Scene from the Life of Moses.
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28. PiETRO DA Petri, 1674, 1716). Red chalk,
double, (10^ X 7>^, 10 x 7K).
Fro7it : Peter denouncing Simon, the Sorcerer. Acts
VIII, 9-24 : eight figures.
Back : Christ delivering the Keys to Peter. Matth.
XVI, 18, 19 : seven figures.
No. 60 Pietro de Petri, is written in ink on the back of
the mount.
29. Pietro da Petri, (/^. 1674,^.1716). Red chalk,
double, (10^2 X 7>^, 10^^ x y^).
Front : Peter delivered from Prison. Acts XII, 3-11
;
three figures.
Back : Same Scene ; four figures.
30. Pietro DA Petri, 1674,^. 1716). Red chalk,
(lo^x 7^).
Solomon's decision between the two Mothers. I Kings,
III, 16-27 ; nine figures. The head of the guard, standing
at the left, is drawn on a piece of paper, which seems to re-
place one previously cut out.
Pietro da Petri is written in iiik on the back of the mount.
31. Pietro da Petri, {b. 1674, d, 1716). Front, Red
chalk, back, pencil, (10^ x 7-^, lo/^ x 6>^).
Front: Group before Michael Angelo's Statue of
Moses : three figures. The principal figure is an ecclesias-
tic standing with arms extended. Behind him stands his
attendant. On the right a man is kneeling on his right knee.
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Pietro da Petri is written in ink on the right lower corner
of the drawing.
Bach : MUSICIANS : seven figures. On the riglit a per-
son is playing a lute, near whom others are singing ; on the
left another is playing an organ ; in the center is a cherub
playing a stringed (?) instrument.
No. 1 Pietro da Petri is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
32. Pietro da Petri, 1674, d. 1716). Red chalk,
(7^ X loK).
Eueopa; five figures. Europa mounted on the bull is
leaving the wooded shore, where are her four companions in
attitudes of amazement at her disappearance.
Pietro de Petri is written in ink on the back of the mount.
33. Pietro da Petri, 1674, 1716). Sepia, shaded
with a brush, (10^ x 8/^).
The Visitation. Luke I, 39, 40 ; ten figures. Mary and
Elizabeth are about to enter a doorway from which a curtain
is held aside by a man, at the left. Angels appear above.
Pietro da Petri is written in ink on the back of the mount.
34. Pietro da Petri, {d. 1 674, ^. 1 7 1 6). Sepia, shaded
with a brush
;
companion to the preceding draw-
ing, {io?4 X 8).
The Joukney into Egypt. Matth. II, 13, 14. ; six figures.
Mary and the Child are mounted on an ass, which is led by
15
an angel. Joseph is walking beside them, leading a cow.
Angels are above.
No, 60 Pietro de Petri is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
35. Pietro da Petri, (&. 1674, d. 1716). Sepia, shaded
with a brush
;
companion to the two preceding
drawings, (10^ x 8).
Ascension of the Virgin ; four figures. Four angels are
bearing the Virgin, who, with extended arms, is rising from
an open sarcophagus. At the left one of the figures is rep-
resented raising the winding sheet, while the remaining two
are at the other end of the sarcophagus.
iVo. 60 Pietro de Petri is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
36. Pietro da Petri, {h. 1674, d. 1716). Double:
front, crayon, back, pen, (10 x 7^, 9^x 7^).
Front : Christ at the Bedside of a Dying Man ; seven
figures. Christ stands at the right with his hand raised in
benediction. The dying man is in the middle of the scene,
and at the left is seated a woman holding his hand. He is
gazing upward toward a vision of the Father, who, borne by-
angels, is blessing him.
Back : Sketch of the same scene with Christ at the left
;
six figures. Pieiro de Petri is written in ink on the back of
the mount.
37. Pietro da Petri, (h, 1674, d, 1716). Double:
i6
front, sepia, shaded with a brush, back, pen, (12 x
8^,11^x8%
Front : The Entombment of Christ ; nine figures. The
body of Christ rests nearly in a sitting posture, with the
head on a woman's lap. The woman herself is partially
supported by a female attendant at the left. A man at the
right is leaning on a staff. Three persons are preparing the
sepulchre which appears in the background to the right.
Calvary is seen in the distance. In the left lower corner are
seen two angels regarding the symbols of the Passiori.
Back: The Ascension (?). Acts 1,9-11; nine figures.
All are gazing upward except one, who seems to be addressing
them. A book and an urn are in the foreground.
No. 35 Pietro da Petri is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
38. Fabritio Carl Sepia, shaded with a brush, (10^
X 7>s).
Eest on the Flight into Egypt ; six figures. The Mother
and Child are seated beneath a tree. Joseph is dropping
fruit into the hand of the Child, upraised to receive it. There
is a pyramid in the background.
Fabritio Cari is written in ink on the mount below the
drawing.
39. Francisco Permensis. Sepia, shaded with a
brush, {yys X Sys).
The Finding of Moses (?) ; nine figures. Eight female

No. 40. Plaedio Constanei (?). Woman and Child.
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figures are looking intently at a child, whom one ,seeins to be
raising from the ground.
Francisco Permensis is written in ink on the mount below
the drawing.
40. Plaedio Constanei (?). Red chalk, (13^ x 10).
Woman and Child. Both figures are nude. The woman
is seated on a couch. Her left elbow rests upon the pillow,
while with her right arm she holds the child, who is looking
into her face and caressing her. In the left lower corner is
an urn or vase ; in the left upper corner is a window.
No. 12 Plaedio Constanei is written indistinctly on the back
of the mount.
41. ToMASO Redi, {d. 1665, d, 1726). Red chalk, (8^
Woman holding a Child ; five figures. The woman is
seated ; both she and the child are looking downward. Three
female figures are seen in the background at the right.
No. 68 Thomas Bedi is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
42. A. Cavatz P). Red chalk, double, (6^ x 7, 5 x
Front : Woman and Child. The child is supported on
the woman's lap and is about to kiss her lips.
Bach : Same subject. The child, the woman's features




43. Il Portoguise. Red chalk, (10 x y^).
Venus and Adonis. Venus, over whose head is a star,
has left her chariot, which is seen above at the right, drawn
by two doves. She rests on a cloud a little above the earth,
and looks down on Adonis, who has left the chase and has
stopped to listen to her invitation to enter the chariot. Two
dogs are standing near ; a spear has fallen on the ground.
iVb. 61 U Portoguise is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
44. Il Portoguise. Red chalk, (8^ x 10^).
Garden Scene ; three figures. A man and woman are
seated before a fountain, watching a man on the right, who
is killing a snake.
No. 61 II Portoguise is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
45. Chev. DAL BoRGO. Sepia, shaded with a brush,
(io>^ X 8>^).
Christ being led to Execution ; Matth. XXVII, 27-31
;
seventeen figures. Christ is leaving the judgment-hall. Eo-
man soldiers are seen in groups. It is divided into squares
for enlarging.
Chev. dal Borgo 25 is written in ink on the mount below
the drawing. Fresco Candidi is written in pencil on the back
of the drawing.
46. Baptista Anstatile. Red chalk, (13 x 8).
Martyr bearing a Cross ; three figures. The Martyr is
standing addressing a companion at his right, who is dressed
N"o. 43. Il Poktoguise. Venus and Adonis.
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in monkish habit, and is looking upward. In the foreground
is a woman likewise looking upward, and with her left arm
extended.
2 is written in ink on the left lower corner of the drawing.
Bajptista ' • • Anstatile is written in ink below the drawing.
47. Francisco Bollognese. Pen drawing in sepia,
(i6>^xii).
St. Jerome Eeading in a Wood. The Saint is seated un-
der lofty trees, reading. The lion is lying at his feet, facing
him.
The drawing has been repaired in the left lower corner.




48. Abraham Blomart, {b, 1564, d, 1647). Sepia,
shaded with a brush, red chalk, (4^^ x 6^).
Studies of the Human Form. There are three separate
figures done in sepia, and partially draped, two running, a
third standing. There are also two sketches in red chalk of
bare arms. In all the five studies the places of the highest
light are marked by what is now dark brown.
A. Blomart is written in ink on the mount below the
drawings.
49. Rembrandt, [b. 1606, d. 1669). Sepia, shaded
with a brush and heightened with white, (8 x iih).
Landscape. In the foreground at the left is a fence in
very dark brown. The land is in three principal divisions,
separated by what seems to be a winding river. In the
middle of the scene is a low island or peninsula, in an inlet
of which is a single-masted boat with a boatman. At the
left on the farther shore is a dense wood in which a long,
high building is seen. At the right is a wooded slope with







No. 52 Bemhrant is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
50. Rembrandt, {d. 1606, d. 1669). Sepia, shaded
with a brush, companion to the preceding, (8 x 12K).
Landscape. In the foreground still water ; at the ex-
treme left and near the right are moored two small boats at
a continuous wharf. Beyond the wharf at the right, and
extending to the water's edge, are two large buildings and
rude sheds. A dilapidated fence and low buildings with
trees occupy the left background.
No. 52 Bemhrant is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
51. Rembrandt, {d. 1606, d. 1669). Black and white
crayon on yellow paper, (8^ x 6^).
The Visitation ; Luke I, 39, 40 ; two figures. At the left
are two semi-circular steps, above which is an entrance to a
building. The figures are standing on the ground at the
right.
Bemhrant is written in ink on the back of the mount.
52. A. DiEPENBEKE, {d, 1607, d, 1675). Sepia, shaded
with a brush, (9 x 5^).
The Crucifixion ; John XIX, 25-27 ; seven figures. Mary
Magdalene, looking upward, is embracing the foot of the
cross. The Virgin, her sister, and John, are standing in a
group at the left. At the right are mounted soldiers. Angels
22
surround the head of the cross ; one of them holds a- palm-
branch above the head of Christ.
Diepemhec is written in ink at the bottom of the mount.
P. 56, LL. 6, No. 43 is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
53. A. DiEPENBEKE, 1607, ^. 1 675). Sepia, shaded
with a brush and red chalk, {y^ x 5^).
A Monk's Vision of the Virgin and Child. On the left
the Monk is kneeling. His hands are outstretched in ecstasy.
Before him stands the Virgin, bearing in her arms the Child,
who is blessing the monk. Angels above. Stamped in the
left lower corner I. P. Z., the mark of the famous Dutch collec-
tor of drawings, Jean Paul Zozmer, d. about 1725. See No. 1.
JDiepenhecTc is written in ink on the back of the mount.
54. Antoine Waterloo, {d. 1618, d. 1662). Black
and white crayon, on bluish-gray paper, (g^ x 14^).
Landscape. A road enters at the right lower corner,
passes by a hill and ascends through a clump of trees towards
the left. At the left are bushes, with water in the distance.
No. 3 Watterlow is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
55. Philip Wouvermans, {b. 1620, d. 1668). Crayon,
shaded with sepia, on brownish paper, (9^ x 1 3^).
Landscape. A brook running between rocks and under a
rustic wooden bridge on which are two boys. On the right
is a hill with trees, one of which overhangs the bridge. Be-
23
neath the bridge are seen in the distance a tower and an
arched massive stone bridge.
Woverman is written in ink on the back of the mount.
56. Nicholas Berghem, {d, 1624, d, 1683). Pencil,
(8 X I2>^).
Study of Animals, with four human figures. Calves,
sheep, hares, fowl, two horses, a pack-mule, and various mer-
chandise crowd the scene. In the background are two men,
one of them leading away a horse ; also a man wearing a
turban, and mounted, is reaching down to take a heavy pack-
age from a man standing at his side.
Berghem is written in pencil on the right lower corner of
the mount.
57. CoRNEiLLE Bishop, {b. 1650, d. ). Sepia, shad-
ed with a brush, (10^ x 13^).
KuiNS. The ruins are of high walls of massive masonry,
abounding in arches, and partially overgrown with vegeta-
tion.
No. 14 Bishop is written in ink on the back of the mount.
58. CoRNEiLLE Bishop, {b, 1650, d. ). Sepia and
red chalk, {2% x 4>^).
Battle Scene
;
many combatants. Cavalry against in-
fantry ; in the right background standards are borne. In the
left a man is running from the field.
Bishop is written in ink on the back of the mount.
No. 59 is also on this mount.
24
59- CoRNEiLLE Bishop, {b, 1650, d, ). Sepia and
red chalk, (2^ x 2^).
Man seated under a Tkee. His right arm is raised.
Four persons are in the distance to the right, approaching.
Bishop is written in ink on the back of the mount.
No. 58 is also on this mount.
60. Maerten YmQYi,flourished 1655. Crayon, (11 x
Subject Doubtful ; seven figures. At the right a man is
standing looking upward before what seems to be a desk.
Two men approach from the left, one bearing a large flagon
on his shoulder. The scene is taking place under a porch
with lofty arches supported by pillars.
Maerten Fuich fecit 1655 is written in ink on the left
lower corner of the drawing.
61. V. Salembert. Sepia, red and white crayon, (4^
X3^)-
Holy Family. The Virgin holding the Child is seated at
the left. Before them at the right is a person in an attitude
of adoration, whom the Child is blessing. Joseph is stand-
ing behind at the right, his right hand on a staff. Behind
him is a pillar and curtain.
V. Salemhert is written in pencil on the mount below the
drawing.
Nos. 62 and 63 are also on the same mount, at the bottom
of which is w^ritten in ink No. 305-6.
25
62. p. DE loDE (?). Sepia, shaded with a lead-col-
ored wash, (5 X 3^).
Virgin and Child. The Virgin is seated, crowned, and
holding a sceptre in her left hand. The Child, supported
by the Virgin's right arm, is standing on her right knee, with
his left arm around her neck, and with his right extended
forward.
P. de lode (?) is written in pencil on the mount below the
drawing.
Nos. 61 and 63 are also on the same mount.
63. Unknown. Sepia, with a red wash, heightened
with white, (3% x 3^).
Holy Family. The Virgin is seated, holding with her
left arm the Child, who is standing in her lap. At the left
Joseph stands leaning on his staff and looking at the Child.
At the right is a youth with his hands raised in adoration.
A curtain hangs in the background.
Ho. B. is written in ink on the left lower corner of the
drawing.
Nos. 61 and 62 are also on the same mount.
64. Adriaen Vandercabel. Pencil, shaded with a
neutral wash; double, (9 x 14^).
Front : Bridge, with a Square Tower. The bridge has
twelve arches, and spans a river. On the river at the right
is a boat. On a shoal at the left, in the foreground, a boat
has been drawn up, near which are a man and boy walking
toward the bridge. At the extreme left is a building.
4
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Adriaen Vandercdbel is written in ink at the top of the
drawing.
Per sopra Porte di ela is written in ink on the
right lower corner of the drawing.
19 P. is written in ink on the left lower corner of the
drawing.
Back: Seaport Town. On the right are warehouses at
the foot of a hill. Boats are moored near by. At the left





65. Nicholas Poussin, 1594, d, 1665). Red chalk ;
double, (7>2 x 10^).
Front: Jael and Sisera
;
Judges IV, 18-22. At the
left Jael is standing with her right knee braced against the
head of a couch, and with a mallet raised in her right hand.
With her left she is holding the nail to the head of the
reclining Sisera. Above and at the rear is a Vase.
Bach: Studies: Hands of Judith and the Head of
HoLOFERNES (?). At the left is a right hand grasping a sword ;
the arm is draped. The left hand holds by the hair the
severed head of a man. The relative position of the hands
is such as to allow the completion of the whole figure.
No, 58 Nicholo Pousin is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
66. Nicholas Poussin, {d. 1594, d. 1665). Red chalk ;
double, (9 X 6, 9^ X 6).
Front : Two Figures. At the right stands a man with a
head-dress, and draped below the waist. Behind him is an-
other person, with drapery hanging from the shoulders, and
the outstretched right arm bearing a pitcher.
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Bach: Man in flowing eobes. The man is standing
with head in profile, turned to the left.
Nel Palazo del is written in ink on the lower part
of the drawing.
No. 58 Nicholo Pousin is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
67. Nicholas Poussin, {d. 1594, 1665). Sepia, (6>^
X9%).
The Flight into Egypt; Matth. Ill, 13, 14. Mary with
Jesus on her lap is seated under trees at the right. Before
them at the left kneels a youth, behind whom Joseph is
sitting, leaning on his staff and viewing the group. In the
background is a pyramid. At the left an angel is leading an
ass to water ; in the distance are mountains.
There are traces of another drawing on the back.
No. 58 Nicholo Pousin is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
68. Claude Lorraine, 1600, ^. 1682). Red chalk,
{6% X io>^).
Family Joueneying. A woman, holding a babe, is seated
on an ass which is led by a man at their side. The figures
are in Dutch (?) costume. Two men with cattle in the dis-
tance at the left.
CIaudio Gille detto Loranese is written in pencil on the





69. Sir Peter Lely, {d. 161 8, d. 1680). Pencil, (12
X 8>^).
Scene on the edge of a Wood
;
twenty-three nude figures.
At the right a man and woman are seated, engaged in conversa-
tion ; before them the other two principal figures of the scene
are standing. They are accompanied by four adults. At
the left is a group of children, one of whom is riding a goat.
In the foreground are two children playing. In the trees
above are cherubs and a satyr.
P. Lilly is written in ink on the right lower corner of the
drawing.
No. 13 Sir PeMer Lilly is written in ink on the back of the
mount.
70. John Smibert, (&. 1684, d. 1757). Black crayon,
heightened with white, oval, on brownish-gray pa-
per, (6>^ X 5).
"Cosmo the Third, Grand Duke of Tuscany, from the L'W^-/?^^}]
Life." Head turned to the left in profile.
The above title, followed by " John Smibert," is written in
ink on the mount below the drawing.
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71. John Smibert, (6. 1684, cZ. 1757). Sepia, shaded
with a brush, (10^ x 8).
FiSHEKMEN AND BoAT ; seven figures. The boat is drawn
up to an inlet. Two men are in the boat, another is washing
a net hanging over its side. A youth and a woman holding
a child are standing on the shore by the boat. In the fore-
ground at the right is reclining a man, near whom are sev-
eral dogs. The view is seaward. Two angels are flying in
the heavens, towards whom the gaze of three of the persons
is directed.
John Smibert is written in ink on the upper part of the
back of the mount. 13 is written in ink below.
72. John Smibert, {d. 1684,^.1757). Sepia, shaded
with a brush ; between concentric rings, (diameters,
6K 2%).
Design for the Ceiling of a Dome (?). Pastoral scenes
and a camp.
John Smiheth is written in pencil on the inner circle.








paper, (6 x 8).
Front : Dead Body on a Couch, surrounded by Angels
;
seven figures. The head is in the foreground ; three angels
on either side.
Bramer is written in pencil on the drawing.
Back : Same subject ; the feet are in the foreground.
35 is written in ink on the drawing.
74. HoROSONTi {?). Crayon and figures in Sepia, ( 1
1
X 16).
Landscape, with Women washing clothes
;
eight figures.
Stream at the right, from the bank of which a woman is
bearing a vessel of water on her head to six others, who are
washing around a tank at the left. Large trees form a back-
ground at the left ; mountains at the right in the distance. A
man is reclining in the foreground at the left.
Horosonti is written in ink on the back of the mount.
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75- S. Ricci. Sepia, shaded with a brush, {^H x ^H).
Woman seated, attended by three others. The prin-
cipal figure is nude ; her left leg is raised and supported on
a bench on which she is seated. A fifth figure in the upper
right hand corner.
S. Eicci is written in pencil on the back of the drawing.
76. ToLOMiNo(?). Outlined with a brush in black,
and heightened with white on a greenish-gray back-
ground, (9 X 17).
Design for a Ceiling. Council of the Gods on Olympus
Jupiter, Juno, Neptune, Mercury and Yulcan, may be dis-
tinguished by their symbols.
Tolomino (?) is written in pencil on the lower part of the
drawing.
77. Unknown. Bluish wash heightened with white
on yellowish-gray paper, (9^8 x ^-4).
Egyptian Scene (?); five figures. At the right an in-
scribed obelisk, from behind which a man is stooping forward
to move a large foundation stone marked Tridts. At the
left a man, in a costume gathered at the waist by a girdle,
and in a turban with a flowing vail, is gesticulating with his
right arm raised toward the top of the obelisk. Three men
stand in the background Hstening to him.
78. Unknown. Brown madder, (7X x 7^).
Translation of Elijah; II Kings, II, 11.
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T. Fri. F is written in ink on the lower part of the draw-
ing.
P is written in ink in the right lower corner of the draw-
ing.
79. Unknown. Red chalk; oval, (10 x 6).
Justice. A female figure draped is standing, resting her
left hand on the fasces and extending a wand in her right.
At her feet sits a child, looking up at her and holding the
scales.
Companion drawing to No. 80.
80. Unknown. Red chalk; oval, (q^x
Tkuth. a female figure, draped, looking into a mirror she
holds in her right hand. A serpent is coiled about her fore-
arm and the handle of the mirror. Her left arm is extended
downward with her palm opened outward.
Companion drawing to No. 79.
81. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush; red
chalk, (10 X 5^).
Mary Magdalene. She is standing draped, and with up-
turned gaze ; her right hand is held to her bosom and sup-
ports a small cross, and in her left she carries a vase.
82. Unknown. Red chalk ; divided into squares for
enlarging, (5^ x 4^).
Virgin k^V) Child ; four figures. The Virgin holds the
Child with his face pressed against hers, and his arms around
5
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her neck. The infant St. John is in the left lower corner
holding a cross with his left arm, and with his right hand
pointing upward. Another child at the right looks down on
St. John.
83. Unknown. Red chalk, (7^ x 6>^).
Holy Family and St. John. The Virgin is seated, hold-
ing the Child in her lap with her right arm. The Child's
left hand is raised in blessing St. John, who is leaning on
the Virgin's lap and gazing up into the face of Jesus. She
embraces St. John with her left arm. At the right Joseph
with his head supported by his left hand looks down on the
group.
84. Unknown. Red chalk, (14 x 10^).
A Woman kneeling. Head and body with ample drapery.
Her right hand is pressed to her breast ; her left is extended.
Her face is turned to the left.
85. Unknown. Red chalk, {10^ x y^).
Figure of a Young Woman. Nude, seated, supported on
her right arm; her left is raised as if to ward off some-
thing.
86. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (8^' x
Subject doubtful ; three figures. A man, nude, is seated
by a tree, his right arm rests by his side while he supports
his head upon his left hand. Two women, draped, are stand-




the right seems about to depart. A hill crowned by trees is
sketched in the background. There are traces of a drawing
on the back.
No. 62 is written in ink on the back of the mount.
87. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (8 x 5).
Boy Musicians ; two figures, nude, standing. The one at
the left is fingering a harp and gazing into the face of the
other who is supporting a bass-viol. A book and a music-roll
are lying on the ground.
88. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, and
heightened with a material now turned dark, (10 x
Subject doubtful. Two women are kneeling on either
side of the prostrate figure of a man. The one on the right
holds a torch in one hand and a pitcher in the other. The
woman on the left is drawing an arrow from his side. Moun-
tains faintly sketched in the distance.
No. 36 is written in ink on the back of the mount.
89. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush and
heightened with white, x 10^).
Christ eating in an Arbor ; five figures. Christ is seated
and in the act of breaking bread. His two companions at
the table, one with his hat on, are engaged in discussion. At
the left a man is standing watching the group ; in the fore-
ground, by the light of a candle, a servant on his knees dip-
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ping wine from a large basin into a decanter. The scene is
lighted by a candle on the table.
90. Unknown. Crayon, shaded with a brush and
heightened with white, on brown paper, (12 x 9^).
An Entombment ; twelve figures. Three persons are lay-
ing the body away, the rest are looking on ; at the right the
figure of a woman standing is prominent.
Tol : : : do is written in ink on the right lower corner of
the drawing.
91. Unknown. Pen drawing, on brown paper, (13^
X 10^).
Studies of Animals and Broken Statues ; nineteen sep-
arate sketches.
92. Unknown. Pencil, with some of the figures
worked over in sepia and red chalk, (15 x 9H).
Shepherds bringing Offerings to Christ; Luke II, 15,
16 ; seven figures. Mary is seated with the Child lying in
her lap. Joseph stands at the left. Three shepherds are at
the right, one kneeling ; a lamb is lying bound on the floor
at the right ; nine angels above bearing a scroll.
93. Unknown. Red chalk; double, (12 x 7%, 10 x 7).
Front: Woman, standing. The figure is draped; the
right arm is extended outward and down toward a point,
which the face, turned in profile to the left, is regarding.
There is a girdle about her waist.
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Back : Old man standing, and partial sketches of two
OTHER MEN. The figure of the old man is draped. He is
extending his arms to the left and downward in gesticula-
tion.
94. Unknown. Black and white crayon, on bluish
paper, (7^ x 10).
Man and Woman at a Well ; five figures. The man is
seated at the left beside the well ; before him a woman hold-
ing a pail with her left hand, is standing, apparently in con-
versation with him. In the background at the right are four
persons standing.
95. Unknown. Crayon, sepia, shaded with a brush
and heightened with white, (13^ x 9).
Allegorical Design for Book-Illustration. Three fig-
ures are standing on a pedestal, one at the right holding a
sword upright with the inscription Spies Kecht; the one
at the left is presenting the principal figure with a tablet,
cut as in a seal with the letters Bavwe Wet. Two cherubs
above bear a medallion inscribed T Gebrvyck Gheeft Seden
Aen Wet En Keden. At the left is a cherub at work at a
grindstone ; above him floats a scroll with the inscription
DvYSTER En Swaer Word Light En Claer. On the pedestal
below is the inscription T Gebrvyck Beset En Kecht En
Wet. Architecture with Ionic pilasters in the background.
96. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (13^x9).
Allkgorical Design. Eoman garden ; a fountain at the
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right ; at tlie left is a woman seated holding with her right
arm a tablet inscribed in pencil Villa Aldobrandina.
She is raising her left arm and is looking upward to a me-
dallion for a portrait borne by three cherubs, one of whom
holds a wreath above the medallion.
97. Unknown. Red chalk, sepia shaded with a brush,
and heightened with white
;
double, (i i x 6 x 8).
Fro7it: Women Fishing; fourteen figures. The figures
are grouped in pairs, except one each on the extreme right
and left. On an island in the middle of the scene are two
women seated by a tree, and at the left two kneeling at work.
Seven others are standing in the water on either side of the
island, three are approaching from the distance at the right-
Back : A Eight Hand and Fore Arm ; in red chalk.
The palm is turned outward ; the tips of the thumb and
second finger touch.
98. Unknown. Pen drawing in sepia, (10^ x 12^).
Mountainous Landscape. A narrow sheet of water is
hemmed in by precipitous wooded slopes on all sides, except
toward the foreground, where a level field and a cottage roof
are seen. A height in the background is crowned by a castle.
In the left lower corner are a man and woman with a dog.
650 Waltersspurg is written in ink on the upper part of
the drawing.
No. 56 is written in pencil on the back of the drawing.
99. Unknown. Crayon and neutral wash, (10^ x 13).
No. 98. Unknown. Mountainous Landscape.
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EusTic Buildings. The buildings and sheds are together
at the left ; four dormer windows project from a rather steep
roof. Bushes and small trees and a heap of rubbish and
wood are before the house. In the foreground at the right
is a larger pile of wood.
100. Unknown. Black, outlined and shaded with a
brush, (8^ x ii^).
Landscape. A rocky, bushy hillside at the left on which
is a castle with battlement and tower, and adjacent buildings.
Two men are fishing in the stream at the right, beyond which
is a hill with buildings in the distance.
No. 34 is written in ink on the back of the mount.
101. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (9^ x 16).
Landscape. At the foot of a mountain is a group of low
buildings, apparently smelting works ; from the chimney a
long, large cloud of smoke is passing off to the left. In the
left foreground is a small stream. The whole region is bar-
ren, and has few trees.
102. Unknown. Red chalk, (9^ x 16).
EocKY, Barren Landscape with Euins. Water in the
foreground at the left. High land in the distance at the
right. The ruins are of a lofty stone building, a little to the
left of the middle of the scene.
103. Unknown. Outlined in sepia, shaded with a
neutral wash, x 16^).
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Landscape with Buildings. The buildings are of Italian
architecture. The principal group with a prominent tower
extends across the whole background. There is a foundation
wall with three buttresses. Low buildings at the left ; a
stream with steep banks at the right and in the foreground.
104. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (8^ x 7^).
Landscape with Euins. The ruins are of a group of
continuous buildings of heavy masonry at the right. At the
left, lower ground, with trees and scattered buildings in the
distance.
105. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (11^ x
15^).
Landscape with Faem Building. The building, appar-
ently for storage and cattle, is at the right ; has a tiled roof.
The principal wall has two doors and seven various windows.
In the foreground are two sheep ; two men near the build-
ing ; bushes and trees at the left.
106. Unknown. Front, outlined in sepia, and shaded
with a brush in sepia and a neutral wash, on a blu-
ish background, (8 x 1 3).
Back, outlined and shaded with a brush in a
neutral tint, (8^ x 16).
Front : Landscape with Buildings. Italian architec-
ture. A belt of small trees extends across the scene ; be-
hind them at the left is a square tower and continuous
buildings, partly with battlements. At the right a section
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of the building has a circular roof, with numerous windows
directly under the eaves.
Bach : Landscape. A hillside ; at the right in the fore-
ground is a tall, square tower, and at its foot a low building
;
round towers with battlements ; also other buildings in the
distance.
107. Unknown. Outlined in black and shaded with a
brush in a neutral wash, (14 x 11).
Landscape; three figures. A young man is leaping from
a precipice. His two companions are seated at the right
;
near by stands an ox. Extensive low land at the left.
An irregular cut, about 1^ inches square, has been made
in the drawing at the right in the side of the ox.
108. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (16^ x
Jesus with the Doctors ; Luke II, 46 ; twenty-seven
figures. Jesus is standing at a desk addressing the doctors,
who are seated in a semi-circle before him. At the left the
full length figure of an old man is standing, holding in his left
hand at his side a partly open roll. At the right is seated
an old man in spectacles. In the background many are
standing between the pillars, beyond which is a view into a
street.
109. Unknown. Red chalk, sepia, shaded with a brush,
(6^ X ^H),
Man wearing a Turban and in a trailing Eobe. He is
6
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standing with his arms folded, his body turned slightly to
the left, his face however in front view.
On the same mount as No. 110.
110. Unknown. Outlined in dark red and sepia^
shaded with a brush, (2^ x 4^).
Man lying down, asleep. His form is bent so that his
head and knees are quite near together. His features are
strikingly ape-like.
On the same mount as ISTo. 109.




Four Men with Staffs. They are standing around a
table on which is a platter of food which they are taking in
their hands and eating. Before the table, which has two
carved legs, a vase and another vessel are standing on the
floor.
On the same mount as No. 112.
112. Unknown. Outlined with a brush in sepia, no
shading, (3M x
Prisoner before a King. The King is seated in a chair
by a tent. He holds a sceptre and speaks with a prisoner
attended by a soldier. Beyond the principal tent are two
others, with two men near them. In the foreground at the
right, on a lower level, is a group of tents ; in the back-
ground is the gate of a city, from which men are issuing to-
ward a prisoner bound to a tree.
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Achior is written in ink on the lower part of the draw-
ing.
On the same mount as No. 111.
1 1 3. Unknown. Crayon, shaded with a neutral wash ;
oval, (8^ X I3>^).
Subject Doubtful. A man, attended by a boy bearing
an open box, is passing valuables to two women, standing.
One of the women seems to have just risen from a chair
near her. An old man in a turban, and with upraised left
hand, is addressing one of the women. At the right is a
servant with two camels. Apparently Jewish costume.
114. Unknown. Dark blue, shaded with a brush, (9^
X i^H).
Landscape. On the the left is a gnarled tree, beneath
which is a shepherd driving a flock before him through an
arched doorway in a ruined wall. Two other shepherds with
staffs attend the flock further on. Low hills in the distance
at the right.
144 is written in ink in the upper right hand corner of
the drawing.
Companion to No. 115.
115. Unknown. Dark blue, shaded with a brush, (9^
X 143^).
Landscape. On the left rocks partly overgrown with
trees. In the foreground at the right are water and a bridge
on piles
;
buildings in the distance.
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146 is written in ink in the upper right hand corner of
the drawing.
Companion to No. 114.
6. Unknown. Red chalk, (5% x g^).
Venus before Adonis slain. Venus has alighted from
her chariot, which is seen on the right, and is kneeling on
her left knee. Her left arm is raised. Near her flies a
cherub, who is pointing to Adonis stretched on the ground
before them. His spear lies on the ground beside him.
7. Unknown. Red chalk, (7M x 10).
Subject doubtful. An interior with several figures, very
indistinctly drawn.
At the left a doorway through which two figures are visi-
ble. In the middle of the scene a man draped, with upraised
right hand, is advancing with his right leg forward.
MuTius Tribunus in red chalk on the lower margin of the
original drawing.
Three illegible words are written in ink on the left lower
edge of the drawing.
8. Unknown. Outlined in sepia, shaded with a
brush and heightened with white, on a greenish-
gray background, (9^ x 6^).
Two Women. One, with her left arm raised, is standing,
leaning slightly backward and looking down at her compan-
ion, seated sewing.
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In the right upper corner the figures of two old men seated
are drawn in outline in sepia.
119. Unknown. Pencil, sepia, shaded with a brush,
(8 X I2>^).
Subject doubtful. At the left a transportation wagon,
drawn by three horses, tandem. In the middle of the scene
a group of men and women, some on horseback and some
dismounted. Groups of soldiers and their horses near. A
house at the right. Horsemen are coming over a hill in the
distance.
120. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (8^ x
6K).
Finding the Cup in Benjamin's Sack (?). Genesis XLIV,
1-13 ; seven figures. Three armed men in helmets are look-
ing at an old man who stands at the right, near two others,
all three in peasant costume. A young peasant is standing
in the foreground ; also two asses, on one of which is a pack-
saddle with an open sack upon it.
121. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (7 x
11^).
Battle Scene. The combatants are foot-soldiers; the
assailants armed with spears, swords and shields occupy the
middle of the field and are engaged on both sides. At the
right one of the party assailed holds over his head a large
stone which he is about to hurl at the enemy. Behind him
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stands a woman in a threatening attitude. At the left lies a
heap of the slain and wounded.
122. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (7 x
Six Designs foe Windows. Each design is for half a
window. Numerous figures in each of the three scenes rep-
resented, the subjects of which are from ecclesiastical his-
tory. The figures in the middle window have been supplied
on paper pasted over that of the remainder of the design.
123. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush; oval.
Mythological Scene. Jupiter, hurling a thunderbolt, is
seen above, seated ; below at the right is the full length fig-
ure of a man, falling headlong. He appears to be falling
from a chariot, to which, however, the four horses, partly
visible, do not appear to be attached.
1 24. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (5^ x 4^^).
Woman and Child, embracing. Both are standing, the
woman at the right in repose, bending down toward the child,
a girl of perhaps twelve years, who is approaching from the
left.
125. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (5^ x 6).
The Finding of Moses (?) ; five figures. At the right a
woman is bending down to lift a child, lying on its back in a
circular basket. Three women are standing at the left, the
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one in the middle in drapery with a girdle, apparently at-
tended by another at her left. Two of the women have
their left arms outstretched and are looking down at the
child.
The drawing is on two pieces of paper, the narrower on
the right, and about an inch in width.
6. Unknown. Crayon, on a brown background, (7
A PiETA. Mary, with outstretched arms and her face
turned upward to the left, is seated; the body of Christ
rests back partly in Mary's lap. A cherub kneeling at the
right holds Christ's left hand. Cherubs above by the cross,
against which, at the left, a ladder is leaning.
Divided into squares for enlarging.
7. Unknown. Front, sepia, shaded with a neutral
wash.
Back, sepia, (3^ x 9^^).
Front: Mythological Scene. In the middle of the
scene a satyr seated, is addressing a woman, nude, and reclin-
ing on the ground at the right. Her left hand is clasped by a
young person kneeling. At the left reclines a woman, like-
wise nude, behind whom are two persons holding drapery in
their hands, Cupid (?) stands at the left.
Bach : Two Sketches. One, of a female figure standing,
draped, and with a sword uplifted in her left hand. The
other of the head of an old woman.
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128. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (5^ x 7).
Two AGED MALE SaintS IN A WOOD. Both have long
beards ; the one on the right is kneehng on one knee. His
arms are outstretched and he is gazing upwards to the
left at a bird flying and bearing toward his companion a
wafer (?) in its bill. His companion is seated looking at
him, but with his right hand raised toward the bird. Trees
on the left, a mountain in the background.
No. 50 is written in ink on the back of the mount.
129. Unknown. Front, sepia. Back, pencil, red chalk,
(4 X 6^).
Front : Mythological Scene ; six figures, and parts of a
seventh and eighth. On the right a child reaching up toward
grapes held by a man, nude, standing. Three figures of
adults, also standing ; a child, and in the upper left corner a
cherub. Parts of two other figures at the left where the
paper seems to have been cut off.
Bach : Left Arm, bare, without the hand, in red chalk.
Figure of a child in pencil.
130. Unknown. Sepia, (6^ x 9).
Biblical Scene. An old man in a turban and flowing
garments is standing, in the act of embracing a young man
much shorter than himself, and advancing from the left. An
angel stands beside them with his left forefinger pointing at
the group, and his right at his hip, lifting his garment.
At the right beneath a tree stands an aged person viewing
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the scene. A dog at the old man's feet. Trees on the left
and mountains in the background.
131. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (8^ x
6^).
SuBjKCT Doubtful. A man is standing at the right on a
shore and under a tree, holding in his left hand a pitcher
and staff. His right is outstretched toward a large fish,
approaching a young man seated on the shore near him.
The young man's boots and stockings lie by his side. His
left foot is in the water. In the distance at the left beyond
the water is a port with vessels.
132. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (6^ x
9«).
Biblical Scene. A vision of an aged man, seated at the
right, sleeping, at a table. His head rests on his left hand.
In a semi-circle behind him a choir of nine angels stands
singing. A seven-pointed star is over him. Supported on a
cloud at the left are two old men standing, one on either side
of John the Baptist (?). In the left lower corner an old man
is kneeling, removing the cover of a large urn. A six-pointed
star is over his head ; before him stands a man holding a
cross in his left hand.
133. Unknown. Crayon, sepia, shaded with a brush,
on a reddish background, (11 x y^^).
The Judgment of Paris. Paris, seated at the right, holds
7
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an apple in his upraised left hand ; back of him stands
Mercury with his left hand resting on Paris's shoulder.
Venus stands at the left with Cupid at her feet. Her right
hand is outstretched toward Paris. Minerva is seated with
her back against a tree at the left. Juno sits in the middle
background. A dog is seen in the right lower corner.
34. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (7 x 4^).
Christ giving the Keys to St. Peter. Christ stands
with right hand outstretched toward the left of the scene;
with his left he hands the keys to Peter, who kneels. Dis-
ciples in the background at the right under a tree. Two
men in the left lower corner of the drawing.
35. Unknown. Red chalk, (5 x y^).
The Visitation. In the middle of the scene Elizabeth
is descending steps and embracing Mary. Figures of
women at the left. At the right two old men are greeting
one another in a doorway. Another figure at the extreme
right.
36. Unknown. Sepia, shaded with a brush, (9 x
EoMAN Interior. In the middle foreground is seated a
man, crowned, and with his feet on a cushion. A military
figure in a helmet stands at his left. Before him at the right
stands a young man, pointing his right forefinger at his own
forehead. Doorway at the left ; niches with statues, a large
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panel with painted (?) scene in the wall at the rear. Three
soldiers on broad steps at the right.
137. Unknown, Outlined in sepia, shaded with a neu-
tral wash, (7^ X 10^).
Design for a Window. Six squares ; fifteen cherubs are
bearing a garland, surrounding a cloud on which are seated
two female figures. One of these holds an end of the gar-
land in either hand. The other is Ceres, with sickle and
sheaf.
On the right margin of the drawing is a scale. Window
is written in ink on the lower part of the drawing.
138. Unknown. Sepia, (7% x 8^).
The Flight into Egypt ; Matth. II, 13, 14. Joseph with
a staff is leading the ass down a hill ; the mother with the
Child in her arms follows, walking. On the right are trees
and pyramids ; on the left a walled city in the distance.
139. Unknown. Red chalk, sepia, shaded with a brush
and heightened with white, (14^ x 10^).
The Visitation ; Luke I, 39, 40 ; six figures. Elizabeth
is represented as an old woman, draped, and descending the
steps of a house of modern architecture. Mary, likewise
draped, approaches from the left and clasps Elizabeth's hand.
At the left a man and an ass; mountains in the distance.
Divided into squares for enlaiging.
On the back of the drawing are some Arabic numerals,
52
the caricature of a face, done in sepia, and a bit of drapery
in red chalk
;
also, 12 Marzo written in ink.
140. Unknown. Black and white crayon on bluish
paper, (9 x 8^2).
Study of Costume, Eighteenth Centuky. Half-length
figure of a young man, standing, and holding a three-cornered
hat under his left arm ; his left hand is thrust into a side
pocket in his coat. The left sleeve is sketched shghtly
raised from his side ; both sleeves show very wide "cuffs.
141. Unknown. Black and white crayon on bluish pa-
per, (6>^ X 8>2).
A Eight Hand holding a Pencil.
142. Unknown. Black and white crayon on bluish
paper, (10 x 9).
Two Hands. The right hand holds a quill as in the act
of writing, the left rests on the finger-tips beside the right.
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